FRANCO, GENERALISSIMO AND CHIEF OF STATE
both with General Franco and with General Mola, and
I have always found that the basis of their opinions has
been the vital necessity to extirpate root and branch every
form of Communism or Marxism—political theories
which are entirely foreign to the Spanish people and to
Spanish political traditions, which are founded more on
municipal Ireecoin than on general constitutions, and
which demand above all a scrupulous respect for human
dignity,,
General Franco was then just forty-four years of age.
A man of middle height with a muscukr frame, an oval
Latin f ace3 his black hair is only slightly tinged with grey,
and that despite his twenty years of active campaigning
in Spanish Morocco. His eyes are the most remarkable
part of Ms physiognomy. They are typically Spanish,
large and luminous with long lashes. Usually they are
smiling and somewhat reflective, but I have seen them
flash with decision and, though 1 have never witnessed
it, I am told that when roused to anger they can become
as cold and hard as steel. There is nothing of the con-
or of the soldier of fortune or swashbuckler in
his physical or mental make-up. The secret of Ms per-
sonality, of his dominating mind? does not appear on the
surface. The secret of his extraordinary military career
with Ms feats of bravery, Ms traits of decision^ Ms know-
ledge of strategy—nothing of that is visible. The single
impression that one has is that of a man of peace, of
contemplation, perhaps slightly romantic, certainly highly
cMvalrous
Few officers have had so meteoric a military career,
and one so singularly exempt from favouritism. General
Franco had no great family interests behind Mm. What
influence his family had was in the Navy? not the Army.
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